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Instructions: Complete this survey by clicking the box next to your answer for each question. You do not
need to answer every question. Click submit when you are finished answering your survey.

Take Survey!
1 . Do you believe illegal immigrants already in our country, holding jobs, should be granted a
conditional amnesty?
Yes

No

Unsure

2 . Should the U.S. military be empowered to patrol the border with Mexico?
Yes

No

Unsure

3 . Do you support an expanded guest worker program that allows foreign nationals to come to this
nation for a limited time if they are sponsored by companies willing to guarantee them jobs?
Yes

No

Unsure

4 . Do you feel that illegal immigration is having an adverse affect on your community?
Yes

No

Unsure

5 . Do you support charging the governments of incarcerated aliens in our nation's prisons for the
costs of their trials and imprisonment either through direct requests or by deducting costs from any
aid prisoners' homelands receive from the U.S. government?
Yes

No

Unsure

6 . Do you support allowing illegal aliens to receive drivers' licenses?
Yes

No

Unsure

7 . Do you believe the government should deputize volunteer 'Minuteman' forces to augment the
Border Patrol along the U.S. border?
Yes
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No

Unsure
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8 . Should English be the official language of this country, used exclusively on voting ballots and
government forms?
Yes

No

Unsure

9 . Should illegal aliens currently working and paying taxes in the United States be allowed to receive
a temporary work visa then eventually return to their country and reapply legally to immigrate?
Yes
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No

Unsure
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